Access map FCBA Bordeaux

FCBA Bordeaux
Allée de Boutaut
33000 Bordeaux
Phone : +33 1 56 43 63 00
Email : accueil_bordeaux@fcba.fr
Google map link

By public transport
Travel from the railway station GARE SAINT JEAN directly to FCBA :
 Take the tramway line C, direction Parc des expositions, and stop at Place Ravezies (25 minutes,
tickets available at each station)
Map Tramway
City center to FCBA :
 Take the tramway line C, direction Parc des expositions, at Quinconces
station, and stop at Place Ravezies station(10 minutes, tickets available at
each station).
See also jointed piece map tramway below :
Map Tramway

Coming from airports by public transports
 Travel from the airport AEROPORT BORDEAUX MERIGNAC directly to FCBA :
Take a taxi (30 minutes).
 Travel from the airport AEROPORT BORDEAUX MERIGNAC to Bordeaux city center : Take the
shuttle JETBUS between the airport and the city center (30 minutes, tickets available at the
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airport station). See http://www.bordeaux.aeroport.fr/en/info/bordeaux-airport-shuttle-service
and the jointed piece map jetbus. Stop at Place Gambetta.
Take the tramway line B, and take the C , direction Parc des expositions, at Quinconces station;
and stop at Place Ravezies station.

By road
 Coming from Paris (North of Bordeaux) via the highway.
Follow the direction « Merignac Aéroport ». Bottom the bridge (Pont d’Aquitaine), take the exit n°4
“Bordeaux Centre”.
 Coming from Toulouse (South of Bordeaux) or Merignac Airport, via the highway
Follow the Direction “Paris / Aéroport Mérignac” (approx. 25 km) until the exit n° 4A “Bordeaux
Centre”. You are on the Boulevard Aliénor d’Aquitaine.
Stay on the right side and follow the direction “Boulevard”. At the traffic light stay on the right side
to follow the overpass and being on the boulevard Alfred Daney.
Go straight until the round corner “Place Ravezies” (approx. 800m), then turn to the right on the
“Allées de Boutaut” (you will follow the ways of the streetcar).
At the 3rd traffic light turn to the right “Rue Georges de Sonneville” and go until the bend at the
bottom. There, turn to the left, the buildings of the FCBA and the parking lot are in front of you.
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